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Who are you with today?



What book turned you 
into a reader?
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At Home

At School

Building a Reading

Life!

At home, make reading
fun and enjoyable!

Increase the volume
through engagement,

access and choice. 

 

*Model & teach early literacy behaviors &
concepts about print

*Systematic explicit phonemic
awareness/phonics instruction

*Strategies to build comprehension
*Vocabulary aquisition

engagement, volume & stamina
 



Building a Reading Life at HOME!

Access EngagementChoice
Ensuring the
availability to
read and talk
about books. 

*Topics
*Genre
*Length

Make reading
fun! 

READING VOLUME!



Reading is a complex process



Fun strategies to integrate 
Word Recognition + Language Comprehension

Print 
Work

Making 
Meaning



Phonological 
Awareness

Umbrella term
for any work

helping students
to notice or
manipulate

sounds in speech.

*Identifying how many
words are in a sentence.

*Clapping the syllables
in a word.

*Identifying and
producing rhyming
words.
*Segmenting or blending
the two components of
compound words.



PhonicsPhonemic Awareness

Articulate, notice, and
manipulate the individual

speech sounds (phonemes).

Learning the relationship between
the sounds (phonemes) in spoken

language and symbols
(graphemes) that represent them.

*Blending separate phonemes
together into one cohesive
word
*Breaking a word apart into
individual phonemes
*Deleting one phoneme from
a word and replacing it with
another

*Identifying letter names

*Identifying letter sounds

*Using decoding to unlock
written words

*Using encoding to translate
spoken words into written
words



Sound Boxes Phoneme BoxesElkonin Boxes

Otherwise 

known as:
Visual tool used to teach phonological
awareness and segmentation.

 Boxes represent the number of
sounds, or phonemes, in a word.

Helps children learn to identify and
manipulate the sounds in words.



3 Phonemes
cat
dog
map
chat
ship

much



Silent E
hope
joke
cape
dine

shine
line



4 Phonemes
flag

clock
green

gift
clean
hold



High Frequency Words
Words that show up most frequently in a text.

13 words account for more than 25% of the words in print.

109 words make up half of all words children will encounter while
reading.
When equipped with the 1st 109 words + some basic phonics
knowledge, children can read 90% of single syllable words they
encounter.





Time spent reading, including
reading silently, has

consistently correlated
strongly with reading

achievement.”
 (Reutzel & Juth, 2014, p. 29)

The sum of your training



Voice & Choice
Consider: Interests, Genres, Length



Down Time Access

35 minute drive to
grandma's house

Book basket in the
car

Pulmonology
Appointments

Pack a book 

Capitalizing on Talk & Book Access 

How can you
increase

vocabulary and
access to reading?

Where are there opportunities to capitalize on down time?



Engagement
Engaged readers are

motivated to read and
learn more — which makes

reading easier and more
enjoyable, and therefore

creates constant
improvement.

MAKEMAKE
  READINGREADING



Engagement

There are more rare words found in
children's picture books than in the
average conversation between two

college educated adults.

Hays and Ahrens (1988)



 A library of interactive music and 
sound effects to enrich your
 regular storytime routine.



Conversation
Engage

Repeat

Expand

What are you thinking about?
What  was your favorite part?

Oh , it was when Chrysanthumum 
learned to love her name! 

Yes, that was exciting! How do you 
think that made her feel?



Literacy Board Games
Improves language and reading skills

Develops vocabulary, improves
comprehension, & strengthens word
recognition, & conversational skills.

Increases motivation and
engagement in reading and language
activities.







A few other fun ideas...

Create a Book Club

Group decides on a
book.
Group decides on
how much to read.
Pick a meeting date.
Can be a virtual! 
Talk books! 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Create FUN Reading
Spaces!

Tent
LED Lights
Flashlight

1.
2.
3.



Raffle Time!

https://wheelofnames.com/9w2-j72


Questions and Contact Information

Lauren Kaufman Lauren Quezada

Director of Literacy Assistant Principal
Stratford

KaufmanL@gcufsd.net quezadal@gcufsd.net

@LaurenKaufmanGC @LaurenQuezadaGC


